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Abstract

Biography

Colloquium will address advanced topics
in nonlinear control and observers with
focus on sliding mode in variable structure
systems. This phenomenon requires
special mathematical description and
in general leads to models in the form
of differential inclusions. As it is known
feedback algorithms based on sliding
modes have outstanding robustness
properties with respect to external
disturbances and parameters variations.
Designing sliding mode control requires
solving two distinctive sub-problems (A)
finding sliding manifold in the system
multidimensional (or infinite-dimensional)
state space such that constraining the
system state to this manifold eventually
leads to achieving ultimate control
goal, and (B) finding control that makes
the sliding manifold a stable integral
manifold with finite time attraction.
Several nontraditional approaches for
solving both problems will be presented
for dynamical systems described by
nonlinear differential equations including
partial differential equations. Then several
applications of sliding mode control
and observers will be demonstrated for
autonomous vehicle, position and attitude
control in aerospace systems, fluid flow
and other problems.
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